PROM PROMISE PLEDGE
Parental Agreement and Passenger List
Lifestyle Limousines' goal is to provide a safe, fun, and sober evening
for prom. The adult purchasing the contract or the contact parent must
approve any alterations to the itinerary after departure. The chauffeur will contact the parent with any
additional requests for change. The chauffeur must be provided with the contact parent phone number
prior to departure. The contact parent must be 'on call' for the duration of the contract. If a problem or
violation of the contract occurs, the contract parent agrees to make the necessary arrangements to
remedy the situation. This could include picking up the student(s) who violated this contract.
Termination of services can occur in the event of any contract violation. This will be done with no refund
given. This will be decided by Lifestyle Limousine’s management. Chauffeur has the right to inspect any
and all bags, backpacks etc for alcohol or other illegal substances.
Contract Parent:_____________________________________Phone #___________________
Contract Parent’s Signature: _______________________________________________________

This signature indicates acceptance of this agreement and gives permission to the
representative from Lifestyle Limousine to inspect bags and to call parents accordingly.
Teen Passengers, parents, and Lifestyle Limousines agree to the following:
All passengers herein agree to abide by the rules stipulated in the contract for limousine service. The
consumption or possession of alcohol by a minor is unlawful. There will be no alcohol, cigarettes (including e
cigs), or other illegal substance transported in the vehicle. If at any time passengers are found to have in their
possession, or to have been consuming alcohol or using illegal substances during course of contract, the services
will be terminated. Upon any violation, the contact parent will be notified to pick up passenger(s) in violation.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Chauffeur has the right to inspect all bags
No outside beverages are allowed unless factory sealed
Any bags larger than a ladies clutch will be placed in the trunk
The privacy screen remains open at all times to allow supervision by the chauffeur
Only teens registered below as passengers may ride in the limousine or bus
Print your full name and parents cell phone #
Any unusual spill, soiling or damage to the car/bus caused by the passengers will be charged to the
contract parent
8. This contract with all passengers listed must be presented to the chauffeur before departure

Passenger’s Name Cell Phone

Parent’s Name

Cell Phone

Passenger’s Name Cell Phone

Parent’s Name

Cell Phone

We look forward to sharing your best Prom night memories!

